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May Meeting 
5.27.2021



Agenda

3:00 – 3:05: Introductions
3:05 – 3:15: Approval of minutes and updates
3:15 – 4:20: Stakeholder feedback on performance strategy
4:20 – 4:25: Public comment
4:25 – 4:30: Wrap Up
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April Meeting 
Minutes
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• Assume best intent. 

• Be tough on issues, soft on people.

• Step forward/step backward so everyone participates.

• Avoid acronyms.

• Acknowledge the role and what hat you’re wearing.

• The answer to “but” is “yes”

• Be thoughtful and respectful.

• Mute yourself when you’re not speaking and use the chat.
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PMME Conversation Guidelines

Reminder:
Non-voting 
members, please 
use the chat only.



• June’s PMME meeting: DU students will report out on their findings for 
depression and equity research

• Reminder: the Department’s public reporting website is up. Please reach 
out if you see opportunities for improving transparency.

• More regular member engagement check-ins

• PMME member recruitment this July
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Updates



• Medicaid program (the Accountable Care Collaborative or ACC) has ~20 
performance measures tied to incentive dollars

• Purpose: To improve population health, member health outcomes and 
access to care, and strengthen system coordination

• Why Change Now?  

(1) Standard measures over homegrown measures (2) Improve data quality issues (3) 
Reduce number of measures (4) Strengthen alignment (5) Incorporate health equity 
principles and goals (6) Enhance public transparency and public accountability
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Background on Performance Work: 
Why Change Now?
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Population Health Management
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Complex Care  
Management

Condition
Management

Prevention 
Support & Resources

Top 5%; most complex

Base ~ 80%; preventive,  
functional care; 
community,  social
support

Middle ~ 15%; chronic, 
potential  emerging
complex



• It’s early but we are moving toward MORE standard measures and FEWER
homegrown measures. AWAY from process measures and TOWARD outcome 
measures.

• CMS Core Measures: What are they? Why do they matter? (full list available 
here)

• Currently, CMS Core Measures are optional for Medicaid. But in 2024, they will 
be mandatory

• Adult and pediatric measures available; some still in development
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New Direction: CMS Core Measures
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Pull Up Your Measure List

*This is just a snapshot of the Excel file



1. Improve the health of members through a) 
timely access, preventive care and 
treatment that addresses physical and 
behavioral health needs and (b) facilitation 
of community linkages to address social 
needs.

2. Improve the quality of health care delivered 
to members through increased adoption of 
evidence-based practices.

3. Improve member experience of care

4. Advance health equity so that all members 
can attain their full health potential

5. Promote transparency and accountability by 
publicly reporting quality performance data
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DRAFT 
Performance 
Objectives
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Which measures are 
most meaningful to 

members?
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What aren’t we 
measuring that we 

should be? 
Alternatively, which 
measures should be 

removed?
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How would you like to 
see health equity 

incorporated into a 
performance strategy?
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How would PMME like 
to be engaged? 

(either on strategy 
formation or 

performance on an 
ongoing basis)
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What criteria should 
be used when 
selecting new 

measures? 

(see next slide)



Does the measure support Medicaid goals and priorities?

Is there opportunity to improve performance? 

Does this measure present opportunities to understand and improve health equity?

Is the measure evidence-based for improved health outcomes?

Is the measure valid and reliable?

Is the concept possible to measure? Is data quality sufficient?

Is the measure required to be in compliance with federal regulations or contract 
obligations?

Do RAEs or practices have the ability to truly impact this measure?

Is there an established benchmark or goal for RAEs/practices to work toward?

Does the measure align with other measure sets?

Is this measure nationally endorsed?
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DRAFT Criteria for Selecting Measures



Public 
Comment
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Next Steps
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•Next Meeting:
June 24, 2021
3:00 – 4:30 PM

•Next Steps:
• DU Students present on mental health equity findings


